Design of a Software Tool for Mobile Application User Mental Models Collection and Visualization
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Abstract. Mental model is a fundamental term in human-computer interaction (HCI). The process of HCI creates different qualitative levels of user experience (UX) which can be determined by the quality of communication between a technological product (the system) and a user of this product. The level of user experience is indirectly derivable from measurement of different qualitative and quantitative aspects of the interaction (achievement of objectives, satisfaction, comfort, time required to perform the task). The user experience is the key factor which determines the popularity of web or mobile applications and software applications in general. During the HCI, the user is unconsciously comparing his mental model (own idea of functionality) with the system image (the real graphical user interface – GUI). The distance between the user’s mental model and the system image should be minimal. Creation of successful GUI requires a real user-application interaction testing and statistical evaluation of the testing data. This paper describes a design of a software tool for user mental model collection and visualization in the area of mobile applications with emphasis on context of the HCI.
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1 Introduction

Recently, more and more mobile applications developers are facing the question of proper graphical user interface design. Area of mobile application development is rapidly growing along with increasing number of mobile applications users. According to Flurry Analytics [1], overall mobile applications use in 2013 growth by 115% year-over-year and it is expected that this trend will continue.

In segment of native application development, there is possible to follow guidelines for GUI design related with some specific platform. But these guidelines are describing only fundamental patterns or use cases. In contrast with web application UI design, there is a noticeable lack of studies and research in the area of mobile application design. Moreover, if we consider the hybrid mobile application development, a large amount of user interface design frameworks is not strictly following particular platform UI guidelines and achieving a successful mobile application design is not therefore a simple task.
The interaction between a user of mobile application and a graphical user interface could lead to some misunderstandings, errors and frustration from inability to achieve a goal. Designer is able to prevent this situation with a good UI design with respect to the user mental model (UMM).

By the user-application interaction, a user is comparing his UMM (complex idea of how the system works) with the system image (application GUI). If the distance between this two models is too high, it means that the design is confusing and users may not be able to accomplish their goals.

Good UI of a software application (system image) should help a user to create a productive UMM of the system. [2] This paper discuss best practices for consideration by a designer creating a conceptual model of an application and a software tool for UMM collection and evaluation.

2 Mental Models in Software Design

In the area of human-computer interaction (HCI) there are defined fundamental terms describing and simplifying the human computer recognition process.

2.1 Mental Models

The term Mental Model was firstly introduced by Craik [3], but in the 80th it became the fundamental part of terminology of the newly established field of cognitive science. According to Norman [4] and Krug [5], UMM is the key factor in user’s perception of an object functionality and behavior. Users of an object are creating in their minds a simplified model that describes their ideas how the object works, or how to interact with it.

2.2 Conceptual Models

By the process of developing a software application, a conceptual model is created by the designer. This conceptual model reflects designer’s understandings of the task and tools and abstractly describes the functionality of the system and its relations. [6] This model should be good understandable for end user and should focus on key functionality of the application. [7]

2.3 System Image

User of a software application compares unconsciously by working with GUI objects, own idea about virtual environment functionality, with real GUI objects which are creating the system image. In simplicity, by the process of HCI, user compares own mental model with the system image. [8]
fig. 1. Relation between conceptual model, user mental model and system image.

3 Conceptual Design Best Practices

Good conceptual model is an essential part in development process of successful software application. [9] Therefore application designer should consider following best practices published by IBM Corporation.

3.1 Simplicity

Mental models are the simplified image of reality, therefore GUI should simplified the key functions of the system. This key functions should be highlighted, lesser-used functions should be in background.

3.2 Familiarity

Users in general have some prior knowledge and using this knowledge, they are creating own mental model. The GUI should allow them to build on this knowledge.[10] The process of creation an adequate mental model, can be strengthen if the user is able to apply prior experience gained from the real world.

3.3 Availability

Because human beings are better at recognition then recall, GUI should contain visual stimulus, to fast identification of an object functionality.[10]
3.4 Feedback

GUI should provide continuous feedback about the results of actions.[4] Using appropriate feedback is possible to support user’s mental model creation.[10] Positive feedback is good for strengthening current user’s mental model, whilst using the negative feedback is possible to adapt the model.

4 Proposed Software Tool – MeMo2Ap

In order to assess the accuracy of the conceptual models, it is necessary to obtain a general UMM of specific application and to evaluate the extent to which these two models fits. Collecting the user models can be very costly activity and requires special commercial software or a test observer.

This paper describes a design of a context focused software solution for mobile application user mental models collection and visualization (named MeMo2Ap). Before the design of this software tool, these goals were formulated:

1) Simple implementation
2) Easy preparation of test scenario
3) Context focus (target application, target device)
4) Distributed test deployment
5) Results visualization and simple evaluation

To meet this objectives, hybrid mobile application development approach was chosen. Within this approach it is possible to use web technologies which are easy to implement and moreover it is very easy to distribute the test application to end users using URL address. In other way it is also possible to wrap the test application by wrapper technology, such as PhoneGap[11] and publish it on official distribution channels.

4.1 Principles of Testing and Data Collection

Hybrid mobile application MeMo2Ap is a client-server application which is able to perform a testing scenario and observe users touch gestures. Testing scenario contains 1 to N test cases, while the test case is determined by a test screen, description of user task to perform, and success area, where user should touch to complete the task. If the user touches the success area, the test was successful in other case, the test failed.

Testing result is immediately sent from client mobile device to database table on the server. Timestamp, vertical and horizontal position of the touch gesture are stored. This communication between client and server is established using JSON web service. The main advantage is the possibility of distributed testing and simple delivering to end testers.
4.2 Technologies Used for MeMo2Ap

As for server side, PHP programming language and MySQL database was chosen. The server was developed using QCubed [12] – open-source rapid application development framework, which uses ORM technology [13] and code generation [14] to accelerate the development process.

MySQL database was designed using open-source visual database designer MySQL Workbench 6.0 by Oracle (www.mysql.com/products/workbench/). Database table names and relations are shown in Figure 3.

![Fig. 2. MeMo2Ap database table relations.](image)

The server side consists of the tests administration area (automatically generated QCubed Form Drafts [15]) and web services for the mobile client. The client side is...
created using web technologies – HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery and jQuery Mobile and it is possible to process the application in a mobile browser or a Web view within a native mobile application using Phonegap wrapper [11].

4.3 Proposed methodology of collecting user’s mental models using MeMo2Ap

Using MeMo2Ap testing software is possible to create test scenarios in following way:
1) New testing project with specific name and identifier is created using server administration tool.
2) Within this project, new testing scenario can be created.
3) Testing scenario consists of 1 to N testing screens. Each testing screen is represented by PNG graphic file and is possible to prepend user task text which is shown as a modal dialog window, before the test screen.
4) When the project testing scenario consists of at least 1 test screen, it is possible to run the script for setting target area (Fig. 4). Setting the target area is done using drag & drop technology, by the administrator.

Once the test scenario is set, the user testing can be performed remotely, if needed (Figure 5) and the testing results are obtained in real time.

![Fig. 4. Distributed testing using client-server architecture.](image)

Using MeMo2Ap testing software from tester point of view:
1) Competition of initial form (information about gender, preferred platform, experience…)
2) Reading a user task.
3) Longer tapping the area to complete the task.

Points 2) and 3) are repeating for each test screen.

4.4 Testing Results Visualization and Evaluation

Once testing is complete (or during the testing), visualization can be displayed using MeMo2Ap software tool (Figure 5). Each test screen is overlaid with testing results
with successful touches in green and unsuccessful touches in red color. There is also obvious the frequency of tapping into particular area, from the color density.

![Percentage of successful touch](image)

**Fig. 5.** Visualization of testing results.

In the left corner of each test screen, there is available the numerical information about successful tests in percent. Percentages are given by a success percent \( s_P \) (1) of each test screen, where \( t_T \) is number of total test count and \( s_T \) is number of successful taps in target area.

\[
 s_P = \left( \frac{s_T}{t_T} \right) \cdot 100 \quad (1)
\]

### 5 Method of Incremental GUI Design Using Mental Models

Creating a mobile application with usable, attractive and especially understandable design can provide higher sales and growing numbers of users. On the other hand, bad user experience makes an application unsuccessful.

During the application design phase, conceptual model of the app is created. This conceptual model produces the system image with which the real user interacts. Inaccurate system image do not support creation of correct mental model of the user.

With respect to user mental model linked with specific application screen, it is possible to rearrange and redesign problematic parts and redo the tests. Comparing the
results between the first system image and the redesigned system image is possible to highly improve the user experience.

After the testing, a successful threshold for each test screen should be set up. If the success percentage of the test screen is lower than the threshold, design improvements are necessary. Another test should contain the improved test screen and again the success percentage is evaluated.

Better mobile design with high user experience can be achieved using this incremental testing (Figure 6).

![UI design with incremental testing.](image)

**Fig. 6. UI design with incremental testing.**

### 6 Future Research

Software tool MeMo2Ap for collecting mobile application user’s mental model was developed as an open-source and allows easy creation of test scenarios, which are focused on evaluation the accuracy of conceptual models. Using this tool and incremental method of GUI design testing, an improvement in UX could be achieved.

In future research commonly used GUI patterns could be tested and the extent to fit user’s mental model could be evaluated. It is also possible to search for the error dependence on user preference for specific mobile platform by using patterns linked to another platform.

Another interesting area is the creation of proper user mental model supported by appropriate UI techniques, such as overlap help. Research can be conducted with two testing groups – users who have not seen the overlap help and those who have seen the overlap help in prior.

### 7 Conclusion

Method of collecting mobile application user’s mental models using the proposed software tool MeMo2Ap was introduced in this paper and best practices for mobile application GUI design were discussed. The software tool was designed as an open-source client-server application, to meet these goals: Simple implementation, easy preparation of test scenario, context focus (target application, target device), distributed test deployment, results visualization and simple evaluation.
Using the MeMo2Ap tool, the success rate of each test screen is reflecting the correctness of the conceptual model and if the correctness is insufficient it is possible to improve it with incremental design enhancing and testing. Also opportunities for further research, such as established GUI pattern success rate testing and evaluating or supporting methods of creation the proper user mental model are mentioned in chapter 6.
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